Abstract: The amplification factor of air jet waving over the mouth is estimated by comparing the visualized envelope of jet waves with the simplified theoretical envelope. The ORsummation of digitally memorized frames showing the instantaneous jet deflection is applied to visualize the envelope. Also, the strength of mouth field defined as the acoustic displacement amplitude is derived from the enveloNbased est i mation, and compared with the measurement by a hot-wire anemometer. The amplification factor was in the O.18-0.26 (mm-')range; the mouth-field strength in the 0.5-1.5 (mm)range.~r nOndimensiOnalized organ-pipe jet amplification roughly agrees with linearized spatial analysis of jet instability.
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THEORETICAL APPROXIMATION OF JET WAVE ENVELOPE
Acmrding to the ne~t ive displacementtiel, ' the jet deflection mY be emressed as a swe~sition of a progressive wve due to jet instabi 1ity and an osci1Iation displac~nt indu~by an acousti~l~uth fl~:
here g (x) denotes the transverse displacement (z-direction) of the jet at distance x frm the f lue exit. Also, P and U., are the ml if imtion factor and phase speed of the instabi 1ity wve, respectively, while v is the transverse acoustic velocity of the muth field. fie a~ust ic displamnt v/@ is here called the mouth-field strength. Muation (1) yields the following expression for the envelope of jet growth:
Approximate ing the second term in square brackets of M. (2) by 2 cosh(ux), we obtain the following:
Approximtion (3) enables one to treat the amplification and phase delay of jet waveseparately.
DERIVATION OF JET ENVELOPE FUNCTION FROM FLOW VISUALIZATION
me inked jet that issues frm the flue is observedwith a high-speeddigital video -ra by shining the visual field with a strong spotlight. me~smtion of digital ly-rized frus yields a direct smrposition of jet roves. Examplesare shm in frames (a) to (f) of The data shown in Fig. 2 and other data not shown here are non-dimensionalized, and the tendency of the results is indiwted in Fig. 3 by the thick solid line connecting the three mints (St, L h* ) = (O. 05, 0.20), (O. l& O. 29), and (0.30, 0.29). The Strouhal number St is defined as h* ti/UO, where h* denotes the jet half-thickness and Uo the jet velocity at the flue exit. Note that h* = h is assumed to the solid line be~usewe are lacking experimental results of jet velocity profile. If we have a uniform flowat the exit and a subsequent jet with the profile sech'(z/h* )~Bickley jet"), we have h* = 3h/2. On the other hand, if we have aPoiseuille flow with the parabolic distributionat the exit, we have h* = 4h/5. Two theoretical curves are based on the temporal analysiss (using the complex frequency) and spatial analysis' (using the real frequency) of the jet instability, where aBickley jet is supposed. It should be noted that the Bickley jet is the similarity solution for a fully developed Iaminar jet.
Experimental results of Nolle5 show that P h* of the acoustically-perturbed free jet folIows the curve of spatial analysis very closely over the range 0.03 < St < 1. However, the data of Fletcher and Thwaites6 are closer to the temporal-analysis curve for St <0.3, although some data are anomalously large for St > 0.3. The discrepancy between them might depend on the differences in the flow profile at the exit and the subsequent jet profile. the thick dotted line (h* =4h/5) in Fig. 3 seems to match our ...!~,,J'" .. ,~-r*mDeral organ jets. However,we cannot draw a definite conclusion on .,.",;-, whether an organ pipe jet shares wave characteristics with an acoustical Iy-perturbed free jet or not unti 1 we can get reliable experimental data on the half-thickness. , 1997) . Fig. 3 . Sensitivity of the organ-jet data 6, N.H. Fletcher and S. Thwaites, Acusti@ 42, 323-334 (1979) .
for a change in jet half-thickness h* .
